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Abstract. In this paper, we present an approach based on Reasoning and Natural Language Processing for Ontology Learning, specifically over Description Logic (DL) knowledge bases constituted by a TBox with ALC expressivity, from interactions with users in controlled natural language text. The viability of our approach is demonstrated through the generation of descriptions of complex axioms from concepts defined by users. We evaluated our approach in an experiment with entry interactions enriched with hierarchy axioms, disjunction, conjunction, negation, as well as existential and universal quantification to impose restriction of properties. The obtained results prove that our model is an effective solution for reasoning, knowledge representation and automatic construction of expressive Ontologies. Thereby, it assists professionals involved in processes for obtain, construct and model knowledge domain.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

One of the subfields of Ontology that has been standing out along the last decade is Ontology Engineering. Its main purpose is to create, represent and model knowledge domains, most of which are not trivial, such as Bioinformatics and e-Business, among others. However, as pointed out by [14], the task of Ontology Engineering still consumes a big amount of resources even when principles, processes and methodologies are applied. Besides financially expensive, the ontology design is also an arduous and onerous task [6]. Thus, new technologies, methods and tools for overtaking these technical and economic challenges are necessary. This way, the need for highly specialized manual efforts required can be minimized.

For this purpose, a research line that is gaining importance through the past two decades is the extraction of domain models from text written in natural language, using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. The process of modeling a knowledge domain from text and the automated design of ontologies, through an analysis of a set of texts using NLP techniques, for example, is known as Ontology
Learning and was first proposed by [11]. Even so, as mentioned by [17], despite of the increasing interest and efforts taken towards the improvement of Ontology Learning methods based in NLP techniques [16][1][2][3], the notable potential of the techniques and representations available to the learning process of expressive ontologies and complex axioms has not yet been completely exploited. In fact, there are still gaps and unanswered questions that need viable and effective solutions. Among them, the following stand out [13] [15] [16]:

- The lack of combining the knowledge of specialists of an arbitrary domain with the competencies and experience of ontology engineers in a single effort: there are scarce specialized resources and demand for professionals. This obstacle reduces the use of semantic ontologies by users and specialists in general.
- There is a considerable amount of tools and frameworks of Ontology Learning that have been developed aiming the automatic or semi-automatic construction of ontologies based on structured, semi-structured or unstructured data. Nonetheless, although useful, the majority of these tools used in Ontology Learning are only capable of creating informal or unexpressive ontologies.
- Evaluating the consistency of ontologies automatically by reasoning: it is necessary that the automatically created ontologies be assessed by the time of their development, minimizing the amount of errors committed by the ones involved in the development phase and verify whether or not the ontology is contradictory and free of inconsistencies.
- Knowledge-Based Systems which carry out large-scale reasoning for automatic decision-making in complex domains require and depend on expressive ontologies. These allow computational systems to infer precise conclusions. Thus, it is necessary that the tools used in Ontology Learning add axioms and perform subsumption reasoning, regarding the expressive DL-based ontologies.

All the questions and issues above mentioned justify the approach hereby proposed. It is based in a translator, which consists in the utilization of a hybrid method that combines syntactic and semantic text analysis both in superficial and in-depth approaches of NLP. Our approach shows that a translator for creating ontologies that formalizes and codifies knowledge in OWL DL ALC [7] from sentences provided by users is a viable and effective solution to the process of automatic construction of expressive ontologies and complete axioms.

2 The Approach and Example

One of the goals of this work consists in demonstrating that a translator, through the processing of sentences in natural language provided by users, is capable of creating automatically and, according to the discourse, interpreted ALC [7] ontologies with minimal expressivity. An overview of the translator’s architecture and function flow diagram are depicted in Figure 1 and described as follows. The architecture of our approach is composed by 4 modules: the Syntactic Parsing Module (1), Semantic Parsing Module (2), OWL DL Axioms Module (3) and the Reasoning Module (4).
The activities executed in the respective modules and their functions are presented in the following sections.

2.1 Syntactic Parsing Module

The syntactic analysis of the sentences inserted by users takes place in the Syntactic Parsing Module (1), this module uses a Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars (PCFGs). For this purpose, we used the Stanford Parser 2.0.5\(^1\). Two activities are executed by this module, the lexical tagging and the dependence analysis (Using PCFG). The results obtained by this module are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. We used the sentence (S1): “A self-propelled vehicle is a motor vehicle or road vehicle that does not operate on rails” to illustrate the results obtained by the translator’s modules.

Each word of the sentence (S1) above (Figure 2) is grammatically classified according to their lexical categories and the dependence between them is attributed. Syntagmatic categories are in red and, in black, the lexicon to which each category pertains: (ROOT (S (NP (DT A) (JJ self-propelled) (NN vehicle)) (VP (VBZ is) (NP (DT a) (NN motor) (NN vehicle)) (CC or) (NN road) (NN vehicle))) (SBAR (WHNP (WDT that)) (S (VP (VBZ does) (RB not) (VP (VB operate) (PP (IN on) (NP (NNS rails))))))

---

\(^1\) http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
2.2 Semantic Parsing Module

The results of the activities carried out by the systems of the Syntaxic Parsing Module (1) are used by the systems of the Semantic Parsing Module (2), which carries out the activities shown in Figure 4 and are detailed as follows.

![Fig. 4. Activities carried out in the Semantic Parsing Module](image)

This module initiates its activities by assessing the entry sentence and the referred result of the syntactic analysis obtained in the previous module and then starts the extraction of terms (Term Extraction) that are fit to be concepts of the ontology (Activity (1)). Therefore, the terms extracted, which fit the concepts were: motor/NN, vehicle/NN, road/NN, vehicle/NN, self-propelled/JJ, vehicle/NN and rails/NNS.
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After the term extraction activity is done, the Activity (2), called Concatenation is enabled. This activity uses the results of the dependences between the terms (See Figures 2 e 3) and makes the junction of NPs composed by two or more nouns and/or adjectives inside the analyzed sentence and which, in fact, are related. In the example sentence (S1), the concatenation results in the junction of the terms (self-propelled/JJ ↔ vehicle/NN), (motor/NN ↔ vehicle/NN) and (road/NN ↔ vehicle/NN) into an only term, because they are dependent of one another, resulting in just 3 terms: self-propelled_vehicle, motor_vehicle & road_vehicle, and no longer 7 terms, as in the initial phase of the Term Extraction activity.

In Activity (3), Break Phrases, every time terms or punctuation marks like comma (,), period (.), and, or, that, who or which (what we call sentence breakers) are found, the sentences are divided into subsentences and analyzed separately, the result for (S1) was: self-propelled_vehicle is a motor_vehicle | or road_vehicle | that does not operate on rails. The last activity to take place in the Semantic Parsing Module is Activity (4), Relations Extraction. The relations between the terms are verified and validated through verbs found in the sentences and patterns observed in the translator’s inner grammar. The verbs are separated and the terms dependent on verbs are extracted, resulting in: self-propelled_vehicle is a motor_vehicle | self-propelled_vehicle is a road_vehicle | self-propelled_vehicle operate on rails.

This module detects the terms and the relations between them, both hierarchical and nonhierarchical. However, this module neither extracts disjunctions, conjunctions nor generates OWL code corresponding to the result obtained. The activity of this module is exclusively for detecting terms, their relations and validity. Some patterns/rules are used during the discovery and the learning of the Semantic Parsing
Module (2). The patterns/rules used for learning hierarchical axioms are showed in Table 1.

Table 1. Patterns/Rules for transforming the hierarchical axioms of terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Patterns of hierarchical axioms of terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) $SN_1 (is\ a \mid is\ an \mid is)\ SN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) $SN_1 (are\ a \mid are\ an \mid are)\ SN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) $SN_1$ and $SN_2$ and $SN_3$ and $SN_n$ (are a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) $SN_1$, $SN_2$, $SN_n$, $SN_n$ (are a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) $SN_1$, $SN_2$ and $SN_3$ (are a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) $SN_1$, $SN_2$ and $SN_3$, $SN_n$ (are a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) $SN_1$ (is a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) $SN_1$ $SN_n$ (are a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) $SN_1$ and $SN_2$ and $SN_3$ and $SN_n$ (are a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) $SN_1$, $SN_2$ and $SN_3$, $SN_n$ (are a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) $SN_1$ (are a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The generated result for the above patterns are the same, i.e., $\{SN_1$, $SN_2$, $SN_3$, $SN_n\} \subseteq SN$. Notice that the and connector for the mentioned patterns play the role of connector of concepts, establishing among them a dependency relation. The patterns above also are recognized as axioms OR, AND, and NOT and may be represented in the following way (See Table 2):

Table 2. Patterns/Rules for transforming the hierarchical axioms of relations using Insertion (and), Conjunction (or) and Negation (not)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Patterns using verbs, intersection (and), conjunction (or) and negation (not)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) $SN_1 (are\ a \mid are\ an \mid are \mid is\ a \mid is\ an \mid is)\ SN$ or/and $SN (That/Who/Which)$ (has not) $SN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) $SN_1 (are\ a \mid are\ an \mid are \mid is\ a \mid is\ an \mid is)\ SN$ or/and $SN (That/Who/Which)$ (has) $SN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) $SN_1 (are\ a \mid are\ an \mid are \mid is\ a \mid is\ an \mid is)\ SN$ or/and $SN (That/Who/Which)$ (Verb) $SN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) $SN_1$ (Verb) $SN$ (or/and) $SN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) $SN_1$ (Verb) $SN$ (or/and) (Verb) $SN$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) $SN_1$ has $SN_n$ and $SN_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) $SN_1$ has not $SN_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) $SN_1$ does not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) $SN_1$ does not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) $SN_1$ has $SN_n$ and has not $SN_n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One should notice that new construction patterns of hierarchical axioms and relations may be inserted to the internal grammar of the described approach by human intervention. All the patterns presented in Table 2 compose disjunction (∪), conjunction (∩) and negation (¬) rules beyond the axioms with ∀r.C: universal restriction and ∃r.C: existential restriction. In the next section, the operation of the OWL DL Axioms Module is described and the obtained results using its processing are showed.

2.3 OWL DL Axioms Module

The function of the OWL DL Axioms Module is to symbolically find/learn axioms that prevent ambiguous interpretations and limit the possible interpretations of the discourse, enabling systems to verify and disregard inconsistent data. The process of discovering the axioms is the hardest part of the process of creating ontologies. Here, the axioms discovered correspond to DL ALC expressivity. The module recognizes coordinating conjunctions (OR and AND), labeled CC, indicating the union (disjunction) and intersection (conjunction) respectively for concepts and/or properties, recognizes linking verbs followed by negations, like does not (or doesn’t), has not (or hasn’t), and is not (or isn’t) for negation axioms (¬), besides generating universal quantifiers (∀) and existential quantifiers (∃). In this module, we used Protégé-OWL API 3.5\(^2\) and OWL API\(^3\). It also recognizes is and are as taxonomic relations (⊆ - hierarchical). The transformations occur in four steps and make use of the results obtained by the previous modules:

**Step (1):** construction of taxonomic/hierarchical relations. For our example, the results of Step (1) were: self-propelled_vehicle is a motor_vehicle \(\rightarrow\) self-propelled_vehicle \(\subseteq\) motor_vehicle | self-propelled_vehicle is a road_vehicle \(\rightarrow\) self-propelled_vehicle \(\subseteq\) road_vehicle. By subsumption reasoning the implicit hierarchical relations (motor_vehicle \(\subseteq\) vehicle) and (road_vehicle \(\subseteq\) vehicle) are discovered and created automatically.

**Step (2):** construction of nonhierarchical relations. For our example, the results of Step (2) were: self-propelled_vehicle operate on rails \(\rightarrow\) self-propelled_vehicle operate on rails. **Step (3):** verification of conjunctions and disjunctions. The conjunctions OR and AND are verified and analyzed. They can be associated with concepts and/or properties. The results of Step (3) were: A self-propelled_vehicle is a motor_vehicle or road_vehicle \(\rightarrow\) self-propelled_vehicle \(\subseteq\) (motor_vehicle \(\sqcup\) road_vehicle).

\(^2\) http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Main_Page
\(^3\) http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
Step (4): detection of negations. The fourth analysis detects the negations, its dependences and classifies the sentence to apply the patterns. Two negations are possible: negations and disjunctions of concepts and negations of properties. For (S1), the following result was obtained: \textit{self-propelled\_vehicle that does not operate on rails} \rightarrow \textit{self-propelled\_vehicle} \land \neg \exists \text{operate\_on\_rails}.

The final result, after the integration of the partial results obtained by the three modules, for (S1) in OWL 2 code, was: (S1): "A self-propelled vehicle is a motor vehicle or road vehicle that does not operate on rails" \rightarrow \textit{self-propelled\_vehicle} \equiv (\text{motor\_vehicle} \lor \text{road\_vehicle}) \land \neg \exists \text{operate\_on\_rails} \lor (\text{motor\_vehicle} \land \neg \exists \text{operate\_on\_rails}) \equiv \text{vehicle}.

2.4 Reasoning Module

In knowledge-based systems, the notion of reasoning is associated with the process of reaching conclusions. Besides the knowledge itself, an arbitrary KB has explicit axioms, useful to turn implicit knowledge evident, through formal logic reasoning. Two important aspects of logic-based reasoning with Semantic Web Ontologies, fully addressed by our approach, are: (i) verification of an ontology’s specification, given some user propositions (\(\varphi\)), the approach finds out inconsistencies and contradictions in the OWL DL automatically generated code (e.g.: \(\varphi_1, \varphi_2, \ldots, \varphi_n \not\models \bot\)), and (ii) the deduction of new axioms, based on the propositions already informed (e.g.: \(\varphi_1, \varphi_2, \ldots, \varphi_n, \varphi_k\)). This statement can be verified by observing the results and discussion, at the following section. The activity of reasoning performed by our approach happens in parallel to the activity processing of sentences in natural language to OWL DL. \(\mathcal{ALC}\). In our reasoning learning algorithm (See Figure 5).

\begin{algorithm}[H]
\caption{Reasoning Learning Algorithm}
\label{alg:reason}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State \textbf{Input:} \(S\) : a set with the given sentences (\(\varphi_i\))
\State \textbf{Output:} \(RD\) : a set with (DL ALC) Representation/Decisions
\Procedure{ReasoningLearningAlgorithm}{ }
\State Boolean hasUndefinedClasses;
\State Let RD := \{\}
\State Let Ontology := null
\State // run Pellet inference in background
\State Call PellelInferenceProcedure();
\For{each sentence \(\varphi_i \in S\)}
\State Let isUniversalRestriction, hasUndefinedClasses := false;
\State // a procedure converts to OWL DL and adds the concepts
\State Call ConvertToOWLDDLCode(Ontology, \(\varphi_i\), \(\emptyset\));
\State // after the concepts, the generic instances are added
\State Call AssertIndividuals(Ontology, \(\emptyset\));
\State // the user fix the property restrictions (only, some, not or a combination among these)
\State Call FixPropertyRestriction(\(\emptyset\));
\State // check for undefined new concepts
\State hasUndefinedClasses := VerifyUndefinedClasses(\(\emptyset\));
\State If hasUndefinedClasses := true then
\State \Call{AddRemainingConcepts(Ontology)}{ }
\State \End
\State \Call{Inconsistencies}{}\State \Call{inconsistencies and append the result into RD set}{}\State \Call{SubsumptionReasoningProcedure(Ontology, RD)}{ }
\End
\End
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Figure 5: Reasoning Learning Algorithm.
Implemented in Java, we make use of the De Morgan’s laws and the internal algorithms of the Pellet inference engine like a auxiliary algorithms, performs activities of subsumption, deduction and verification of the contradictory facts propositions by the users.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Data Set

In order to validate the translator, sentences from various knowledge domains were used. The data set utilized in the experiments contains a total of 120 sentences and, in all of them, there were negative axioms and besides these, conjunctive or disjunctive axioms and/or two and/or three types of axioms in the same sentence, as well as axioms with definition of terms hierarchy. We opted for sentences found in Wikipedia glossaries because they offered a controlled language without syntactic and semantic errors, besides providing a great opportunity for automatic learning. Some examples of sentences used in the experiments and the respective results generated by the translator, along with a discussion on these results are shown as follows.

3.2 Results and Discussion Part 1 – Generating OWL DL ALC

**Processed Sentence (1):** juvenile is a young fish or animal that has not reached sexual maturity.

**Result:** $\text{juvenile} \equiv (\text{young_fish} \lor \text{young_animal}) \land \neg \exists \text{hasReachedSexualMaturity} | \equiv \text{young_fish} \equiv \text{fish} | \equiv \text{young_animal} \equiv \text{animal}$

**Discussion:** the result of the analysis of the sentence is different from the results of the processing performed by the LExO system [16]: Juvenile $\equiv (\text{young} \cap (\text{Fish} \lor \text{Animal}) \land \neg \exists \text{reached}(\text{Sexual} \cap \text{Maturity})$. The compared system (LExO) classifies young, fish and animal as distinct terms, however, by the interpretation in natural language of the sentence, the word young is an adjective of the fish concept, thus, our approach classifies and represents 'young fish' as a composite noun, that is, composing a single concept (young_fish). The same occurs for sexual maturity, these two terms are classified as a single concept in the same way as the classification of the previous concept (young_fish). We can also observe the creation of two axioms, one of union of concepts and one of negation of property. By subsumption reasoning the hierarchical axioms: young_fish $\equiv$ fish and young_animal $\equiv$ animal were discovered and automatic created by our approach.).

**Processed Sentence (2):** vector is an organism which carries or transmits a pathogen.

**Result:** $\equiv \text{vector} \equiv (\text{organism} \cap (\exists \text{carries.Pathogen} \lor \exists \text{transmits.Pathogen}))$

**Discussion:** the result obtained in (2) was also compared with results generated by LExO [16]: Vector $\equiv (\text{Organism} \cap (\text{carries} \lor \exists \text{transmit.Pathogen})$. The verb to carry was not correctly classified as an existential restriction when analyzed by LExO, whereas in our approach, the sentence was coherently classified, the existential
quantifier was created and the disjunction of the relations created was performed, where carriesPathogen and transmitsPathogen are disjoint (U), which evidences the accurate interpretation of the sentence in natural language.

**Processed Sentence (3):** fish is an aquatic animal and isn’t a mammal.
**Result:** fish \( \sqsubseteq (\text{aquatic\_animal} \cap \neg \text{mammal}) \) | \( \rightarrow \) aquatic\_animal \( \sqsubseteq \) animal
**Discussion:** the expected result was generated, the fish concept is subclass of aquatic animal concept and disjoint of mammal concept. Furthermore, the hierarchical relation aquatic\_animal \( \sqsubseteq \) animal was discovered by subsumption reasoning. This complement alone is useless, however when combined with an intersection, it can be really useful in reasoning tasks. Figure 8 shows part of the resultant OWL DL axiom constructed automatically for sentence (3).

**Processed Sentence (4):** whale is an aquatic animal and marine mammal.
**Result:** whale \( \sqsubseteq (\text{aquatic\_animal} \cap \text{marine\_mammal}) \) | \( \rightarrow \) aquatic\_animal \( \sqsubseteq \) animal | marine\_mammal \( \sqsubseteq \) mammal
**Discussion:** in this sentence, the concept whale forms a hierarchy with the other two concepts (aquatic animal and aquatic mammal). Besides, it generates an intersection of both terms, meaning that individuals pertaining to the concept whale pertain to the set of individuals of both concepts at the same time. By subsumption reasoning the hierarchical axioms: aquatic\_animal \( \sqsubseteq \) animal and marine\_mammal \( \sqsubseteq \) mammal were discovered and created automatically by our approach. Furthermore, our approach discovered, by deduction, the following axioms: whale \( \sqsubseteq \) animal and whale \( \sqsubseteq \) mammal, in this case, distinctly of sentence in (2), and as expected, the OWL 2 code associated to this deduction is not generated. The user is only informed that the translator was able to deduce according to the sentence processing and it is showed that it performs a reasoning although there are limitations.

### 3.3 Results and Discussion Part 2 – Reasoning over the DL ALC Generated

The following examples, shows the reasoning using concepts and definitions that have a knowledge base initially empty \( K = \emptyset \). The goal of this phase was verify the ability of our approach in performing subsumption reasoning, and also in detecting inconsistencies on the ontologies created from real time dialogues between users and the system. Example 1 shows the propositions (\( \varphi \)) given by users in natural language, the generated representation in DL ALC and the obtained results after the reasoning performed:

**Example 1 – Example ontology for deduction**

- **User:** cow eats grass \( \rightarrow \) cow \( \sqsubseteq \exists \text{eats}\_\text{grass} \)
  - **Approach:** eats only grass or another thing?
- **User:** only grass
  - **Approach:** Ok… What is a grass? \( \rightarrow \) cow \( \sqsubseteq \forall \text{eats}\_\text{grass} \) | cow \( \sqsubseteq \exists \text{eats}\_\text{grass} \)
- **User:** grass is a kind of plant \( \rightarrow \) grass \( \sqsubseteq \text{plant} \)
  - **Approach:** Ok… Is this enough to model the concept grass?
- **User:** yes
  - **Approach:** Ok… Tell me more about this domain we are modeling!
User: herbivore eats only plant
Approach: herbivore $\subseteq \forall$eats.plant
Approach: eats only plant or another thing?
User: only plant
Approach: (Deduction) Hummm, Is cow subclass of herbivore?
User: yes
Approach: cow $\subseteq$ herbivore $\Rightarrow$ The axiom $\exists_3 (cow, \text{herbivore})$, for example, states that any cow is also a herbivore ($\forall x : E1(x) \rightarrow E2(x)$), $E1, E2 \in C \cup P$. This way, the knowledge base of our approached improved by the knowledge extracted in the dialogues with the users is: $\mathcal{K} = \{\text{cow} \in \forall$eats.grass; herbivore $\subseteq \forall$eats.plant; cow $\subseteq$ herbivore\}.

Example 2 – Example of a contradictory (verification) ontology and ontology for deduction

User: herbivore eats leaves
Approach: eats only leaves or another thing?
Approach: herbivore $\exists$eats. leaves
User: another thing
Approach: Ok… What is a leaves?
User: herbivore eats meat $\Rightarrow$ After adding the proposition ($\forall p$: herbivore eats meat), the approach would check for inconsistencies, however the knowledge in $\mathcal{K}$, the only available, is not enough for detecting a possible inconsistency. The proposed approach cannot learn that herbivore does not eat meat and derivatives, and that meat is not a plant or a type of plant. The dialogue continues as follows:

Approach: eats only meat or another thing?
User: another thing
Approach: herbivore $\subseteq \exists$eats.meat
Approach: Tell me more about this domain we are modeling! What is a meat? $\Rightarrow$ herbivore $\subseteq \exists$eats.meat
User: meat is kind of food and is not a plant. $\Rightarrow$ meat $\subseteq$ food $\cap (\subseteq \neg$plant)
Approach: Ok… Is this enough to model the concept meat?
User: yes
Approach: (Deduction and subsumption reasoning) $\Rightarrow$ grass $\subseteq$ meat $\Rightarrow$ The axiom grass $\subseteq$ meat, for example, states the concepts for grass and meat to be disjoint ($\forall x : C1(x) \land C2(x) \rightarrow \bot$, $C1, C2 \in C$).

Approach: (Inconsistency) $\Rightarrow$ cow $\bot$ and herbivore $\bot$ $\Rightarrow$ cow and herbivore are inconsistent. The explanation given to the users for inconsistency’s checking is: if cow $\subseteq$ herbivore, herbivore $\subseteq \forall$eats.plant, herbivore $\subseteq \exists$eats.meat and $\exists_@ (\text{plant, meat})$ then we have an inconsistency in the cow concept. If herbivore $\subseteq \forall$eats.plant, herbivore $\subseteq \exists$eats.meat and meat $\subseteq \neg$plant then we also have an inconsistency in herbivore concept. If the user modifies the axiom herbivore $\subseteq \exists$eats.meat, once we know that herbivore do not eat meat, $\mathcal{K}$ may be free of inconsistencies. The dialogue continues as follows:

User: herbivores don’t eat meat $\Rightarrow$ herbivore $\subseteq \neg \forall$eats.meat. By inserting this axiom, $\mathcal{K}$ became free of inconsistencies and it assumed the following structure: $\mathcal{K}$
\{\text{cow} \in \forall \text{eats.grass}; \text{herbivore} \in \forall \text{eats.plant}; \text{cow} \in \text{herbivore}; \text{meat} \in \text{food} \land (\in \neg \text{plant}); \text{grass} \in \neg \text{meat}; \text{herbivore} \in \neg \forall \text{eats.meat}\).

**Example 3 – Example of a contradictory (verification) ontology and ontology for deduction.**

The following example shows a long dialog containing contradictions, inconsistencies and verifications.

- **User:** The aquatic animals live in water
  - **Approach:** live in only water or another thing?
- **User:** only water
  - **Approach:** aquatic_animals live_in water
  - **Approach:** (Deduction and subsumption reasoning): aquatic_animals \subseteq animals
- **Approach:** What is a water?
- **User:** marine mammals are aquatic animals
  - **Approach:** marine_mammals \subseteq aquatic_animals
  - **Approach:** (Deduction and by subsumption reasoning): marine_mammals \subseteq mammals | aquatic_animals \subseteq animals | marine_mammals \subseteq animals
  - **Approach:** Tell me more about this domain we are modeling! What is animals?
- **User:** aquatic animals are not mammals -> aquatic_animals \nsubseteq mammals
  - **Approach:** (Inconsistency): marine_mammals is inconsistent \rightarrow marine_mammals \nsubseteq \bot. \rightarrow The approach highlights the inconsistency by exposing: if aquatic_animals \nsubseteq \neg mammals and marine_mammals \subseteq mammals then we have an inconsistency in marine_mammals concept, because marine_mammals cannot be subclass of aquatic_animals.
  - **Approach:** Tell me more about this domain we are modeling!
- **User:** marine mammals aren’t aquatic animals \rightarrow marine_mammals \nsubseteq \neg aquatic_animals. \rightarrow After the above iteration (marine_mammals \nsubseteq \neg aquatic_animals) \mathcal{K}_r became free of inconsistencies. The dialogue continue as the following:
  - **User:** cetacean are marine mammals who live only in the sea
    - **Approach:** only in the sea?
    - **User:** yes
    - **Approach:** cetacean \nsubseteq \forall live_in. sea
    - **Approach:** (Deduction and by subsumption reasoning) cetacean \nsubseteq \neg aquatic_animals
    - **Approach:** (Deduction and by subsumption reasoning) cetacean \nsubseteq marine_mammals \rightarrow The approach discovers an implicit knowledge in the dialogue domain.
    - **Approach:** What is a sea?
    - **User:** sea is a water \rightarrow sea \nsubseteq water
    - **Approach:** Ok… Is this enough to model the concept sea?
    - **User:** no
    - **Approach:** please provide a better definition!
    - **User:** sea is a ocean \rightarrow sea \nsubseteq ocean
    - **Approach:** Ok, please continue.
    - **User:** shark live only in the sea
Approach: only in the sea?

User: yes

Approach: Ok, please continue → shark ⊑ live.sea

User: sharks are aquatic animals

Approach: shark ⊑ aquatic_animals.

(Approach: (Deduction and subsumption reasoning) cetacean ⊑ ¬shark | mammals ⊑ ¬shark | marine_mammals ⊑ ¬shark | shark ⊑ animal | → For every discover the approach shows an explanation to the user. Due space limitations in this work, we omitted the explanations created by the approach for the generated results in this interaction.

Now, $\mathcal{K}$ assumed the following structure: $\mathcal{K} = \{\text{cow} \sqsubseteq \forall \text{eats.grass}; \text{herbivore} \sqsubseteq \forall \text{eats.plant}; \text{cow} \sqsubseteq \text{herbivore}; \text{meat} \sqsubseteq \text{food} \cap (\sqsubseteq \neg \text{plant}); \text{grass} \sqsubseteq \neg \text{meat}; \text{herbivore} \sqsubseteq \neg \forall \text{eats.meat}; \text{aquatic_animals} \sqsubseteq \forall \text{live_in.water}; \text{marine_mammals} \sqsubseteq \text{aquatic_animals}; \text{marine_mammals} \sqsubseteq \text{mammals}; \text{aquatic_animals} \sqsubseteq \text{animals}; \text{marine_mammals} \sqsubseteq \neg \text{aquatic_animals}; \text{cetacean} \sqsubseteq \forall \text{live_in.sea}; \text{cetacean} \sqsubseteq \neg \text{aquatic_animals}; \text{cetacean} \sqsubseteq \text{mammals}; \text{sea} \sqsubseteq \text{water}; \text{sea} \sqsubseteq \text{ocean}; \text{shark} \sqsubseteq \forall \text{live.sea}; \text{shark} \sqsubseteq \text{aquatic_animals}; \text{cetacean} \sqsubseteq \neg \text{shark}; \text{mammals} \sqsubseteq \neg \text{shark}; \text{marine_mammals} \sqsubseteq \neg \text{shark}; \text{shark} \sqsubseteq \text{animal}\}$. Summarizing the obtained results in the dialogue iterations (examples (1), (2) and (3)), we obtained the following data: 64 iterations, among which 27 iterations from users and 37 from the approach. In the 63 iterations, the approach was in doubt only time ((Deduction → “Hummm, Is cow subclass of herbivore?”)). 2 inconsistencies was verified in $\mathcal{K}$, and it deducted 12 axioms by deduction and subsumption reasoning, among each 6 hierarchical axioms $\rightarrow \alpha (E_1, E_2)$, and 6 disjoint axioms $\rightarrow \alpha (C_1, C_2)$.

3.4 Validation

The objective of planning and performing the experiments was to verify the model constructed and test it in order to answer the following research questions: is the translator capable of constructing minimal-expressivity $\mathcal{ALC}$ ontologies and represent knowledge? And, is the translator capable of identifying rules and axioms inherent to $\mathcal{ALC}$ expressivity based on the texts produced from dialogues with users? In order to answer these questions, the following hypothesis was formulated to assess the translator’s performance during the experiment: $H_{a1}$: The approach constructs the expressive ontology correctly in more than half of the cases; $H_{0.1}$: The approach does not construct the expressive ontology in more than half of the cases. Analyzing all the 120 sentences, we obtained the following results: in 75% of the sentences analyzed (90 sentences), the translator detected and created coherently the axioms, whereas in 30 sentences (25%, also including the ones the translator could not possibly solve in any way). The translator did not detect the axioms coherently and committed errors; however, in 24 out of those 30 sentences, the translator created axioms and made possible the recreation of the ontologies through the proceeding of inserting new definitions. Figure 10 and Table 3 shows the results of three interactions.
The right unilateral binomial test was applied and the following results obtained. Limiar $\rightarrow 50\%$ | Level of significance $\alpha (5\%)$ | $p$-value $= 1.886\times 10^{-8}$.

### 3.5 Sustention

As $p$-value is lower than the significance of the null hypothesis ($H_{0,1}$: The translator does not construct the ontology in more than half of the cases), it is not accepted, that is, the translator statistically constructs the ontology correctly in more than half of the cases. Using the same binomial test we confirm that this success ratio is statistically superior to 67% ($0.67 < \text{success ratio} < 1$; $p$-value=0.03636). Therefore, we conclude that the success ratio presented by our approach, 75%, is statistically higher than 67% and, in fact, significant.

### 4 Related Works

Our designed system was based in previous works proposed in the literature, despite some of them have distinct focus and detailing levels, all of them deal with the problem of automatically generate expressive ontologies and the assistance to ontology engineering activities. Among the researches that contributed to maturing and development of our proposed approach, we should highlight the following works. The LEXO system [16][15] had published satisfactory results in state-of-the-art, it is also carries out a comparative analysis for other systems which propose automatic genera-
tors of expressive ontologies from natural language (NL) texts. The LExO\textsuperscript{4} does not use the Stanford Parser at syntactic analysis phase, but the MINIPAR \[12\] does. Some published works pointed a slighted advantage to Stanford Parser in relation to others. This way, we would conclude that systems which use better parsers obtain more accurate results. Despite LExO transforms and represents accordingly the processed text in OWL DL code, it does not performs subsumption reasoning and does not discovers implicit relations in the analyzed propositions. Another excellent system related to our approach is the ACE\textsuperscript{5} (Attemp to Controlled English) \[8\][9][10]. It transforms the given definitions in OWL DL code. However, it uses a specific syntax for its input propositions, then users unfamiliar with this syntax in NL will face problems in using it. We highlight that ACE represents accordingly in OWL DL the propositions given by the user, however it do not present subsumption reasoning and it fails checking inconsistencies in the classes defined and transformed in OWL DL.

The ACE works with ABox and TBox which may cause problems in DL representation, once it models individuals as concepts and concepts as individuals. The system does not perform deduction and subsumption reasoning. Finally, we present the TextOntoEx \[4\] system. The authors point that the system discovers relations between terms, however it does not generate OWL DL code, and seems to create only RDF codes. Despite it has been validated, fragments of code automatically generated are not shown and PLN techniques used are not presented. Furthermore, the system does not perform subsumption reasoning, does not discover other relations, does not deduce from a given set of propositions and does not check for inconsistencies. Our approach uses the Stanford Parser, performs subsumption reasoning and checks inconsistencies in the created classes during the development. This way it is an advantageous system in relation to others previously mentioned before. It processes texts in NL without properly syntax; however it requires a formal language in the conception of propositions given to the system. We only work with TBox to eliminate confusions between individuals and concepts in definition representations. Nevertheless, when a concept is classified as an individual, the user is alerted to fix it.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we describe an approach to automatic development of expressive ontologies from definitions provided by users. The results obtained through the experiments suggest the need for automatic creation of expressive axioms, sufficient to creating ontologies with $ALC$ expressivity, besides the success in the identification of rules and axioms pertaining to $ALC$ expressivity. We also conclude that our approach can aid both experienced ontology engineers and developers and inexperienced users just starting to create ontologies. As future works, we include the integration of our approach with other existing approaches in the literature, the creation of a module for

\textsuperscript{4} https://code.google.com/p/lexo/
\textsuperscript{5} http://attempto.ifi.uzh.ch/site:description/
automatic inclusion of unprecedented patterns in the translator and one module for automatic insertion of individuals for terms of ontologies created by the translator.
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